
             Scarecrow Burlap Mesh Wreath 

 1- 18 Inch Wire Wreath Form 

 1- Scarecrow Head  

 1 pk Beige Chenille Stems 

 1- roll of Tan/Natural Burlap Mesh  

 1- roll of Plaid Burlap Mesh 

 1- Burlap Pumpkin 

 2 yds of Orange Burlap Ribbon 

 1 pair of white gloves 

 1- Flower Pick with Bow 

 2- Leaf Bushes  

 1 pkg  small Burlap Pumpkins 

 6 inches of burlap ribbon 

 2 yds of Jute String 

 Small amount of Polyfill 

*See recipe card for item number and aisle locations* 

1. Using a hard surface, gently push down on the top of the wreath form until it 

resembles an oval shape approximately 16” x 20”. 

2. Create a basic deco mesh wreath with the roll of tan/natural burlap mesh. 

3. Cut (2) 12” pieces of the plaid deco mesh off the roll and set aside for later use. 

4. Take the remainder of the plaid deco mesh and work into the wreath using the 

same technique as before. 

5. Twist 2 chenille stems together.  Repeat this step twice and glue twisted chenille 

stems vertically side by side on the back of the scarecrow head toward the bottom. 

6. Take the 6 inch piece of ribbon and glue over top of the parts of the chenille 

stems which are glued to the head. This helps hold the chenille stems on more 

securely. Use this to tie the scarecrow head to the top of the wire wreath.  

7. Stuff a small amount of Polyfill into each of the gloves and set aside. 



8. Take one of the 12 inch pieces of deco mesh you cut earlier, let it roll up and tie 

with a chenille stem to back of wreath.  Gather the end of the rolled deco mesh and 

stuff it into the glove and tie with a jute string to make the scarecrow’s arm. Repeat 

on the other side to complete both arms. 

9. Tie a 2 yd bow and glue to base of the scarecrow’s neck. 

10. Glue your pumpkin to the bottom of the scarecrow wreath. 

11. Embellish the scarecrow by hot gluing your choice of fall leaves and picks 

around the pumpkin and under the bow. 

12. Enjoy your Scarecrow Wreath! 

 

 

 


